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Why is Reading important?
❖ Reading is like providing the mind with nourishment. 

Knowledge is the food for the mind and soul. It 
encourages us to think. It increases our hunger for 
knowledge and our thirst to learn more. Books and 
the web are the richest sources of information. 



Reading skills
❖ Speed reading:

❖ Identifying words without focusing on each letter 

❖ Not sounding out all words 

❖ Not sub-vocalizing some phrases 

❖ Spending less time on some phrases than others 

❖ Skimming small sections 



Reading skills
❖ Scanning:

❖ Scanning through the text is a reading strategy 

that can be used if you are particularly looking at 

the text through a set perspective in mind. 



-
❖ Active reading:
❖ Underlining/highlighting

❖ Note key-words

❖ Questions

❖ Summaries

❖ Structure-proposition-evaluation:
❖ Studying the structure of the work 

❖ Studying the logical propositions made and organized into chains of 

inference 

❖ Evaluation of the merits of the arguments and conclusions. 
This reading method advocates suspended judgement of the work or 

its arguments until they are fully understood.



Reading techniques
❖ Identify your aim while reading. Be clear about what you 

want from the text. 

❖ Jot down important points, quotes or lines that you might 
find useful later. Notes taken while reading can come in 
handy while studying the subject later



Reading techniques
❖ Even if you are reading fiction, do try and stretch 

your understanding about the writer's writing style 
with regards to elements like language emotion 
and vocabulary. 

❖ Every piece of text read gives you some 
information and enriches your knowledge in some 
way. 



Scanning
❖ Run your eye quickly over the text to locate specific words 

or phrases that are of interest.

❖ Headings and subheadings

❖ Images and artwork

❖ The body text for authors’ names

❖ The contents page itself

❖ The index for specific



Skimming 

❖ Read quickly to get and overview prior to in-depth 

reading. 

❖ Gey an indication of the scope and content of the 

text



Skimming 

❖ Read the first and last paragraphs to get the main 

points.

❖ Lood at the first sentence of each paragraph to 

see where the content of the paragraph will lead

❖ Note the key points in the summaries.



Reading strategies
❖ Think about what you want to know

❖ Know how deeply to study the material

❖ Read actively

❖ Know how to study different types of material

❖ Make your own table of contents

❖ Use glossaries with technical documents

❖ Further reading tips 

❖ Key points



Benefits of reading books

❖ Gives satisfaction

❖ Enhances concentration

❖ Imparts knowledge

❖ Exercises the mind

❖ Reduces stress

❖ Enhances analytical thinking

❖ Improves vocabulary

❖ Improves writing skills



Consequences of being 

a poor reader
❖ For children with reading difficulties, reading aloud is a 

painful experience. 

❖ The first casualty for poor readers is self esteem. 

❖ Poor readers are prevented from making the transition 
from learning to read. 

❖ Of the 10 million children with reading difficulties, from 10 
to 15 percent eventually drop out of high school. 



Why do we tell children to read?
❖ Books help children develop vital language skills

❖ Reading can open up new worlds and enrich 
children’s lives.

❖ Reading can enhance children’s social skills.

❖ Reading can improve hand-eye coordination

❖ Reading can provide children with plenty of good, 
clean fun!

❖ So reading really does matter after all.



Reading aloud
❖ Reading aloud is one of the most important things 

parents and teachers can do with children. 

Reading aloud introduces vocabulary, provides a 

model of fluent, expressive reading.



Reading together
❖ "Reading aloud with children is known to be 

the single most important activity for building 
the knowledge and skills they will eventually 
require for learning to read." That's a 
powerful statement! Read with your kids 
every day, and watch them blossom. 
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Steps for developing reading habits
❖ 1. The child should start reading easy books first and 

difficult later on.
2. The child should start regular practice everyday for short 
period.
3. The child should rapidly read the content material as he 
will read a Rapid Reader. 

❖ 4. Fix up the target of time and content and then start 
reading. 

❖ 5. The child may mark out the way new words and try to 
have a mental picture about them. He will gradually 
improve his vocabulary.



Steps for developing reading habits

❖ 6. The eyes of the child should move more quickly on the 
lines of the content material. 

❖ 7. The eyes should take the net line of the content as soon 
as one has been read.

❖ 8. The subject-matter should be read silently without any 
movement of lips.

❖ 9. A record of progress should be maintained. 
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